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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following is MOST important when an incident may
lead to prosecution?
A. Timely incident detection
B. Impact analysis
C. Preservation of evidence
D. Independent assessment
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which actions can you perform with the Import and Export Data
tool? There are 2 correct answers to this question.
A. Import Config
B. Import Template
C. Employee Export
D. Download Template
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Select the statement that best describes the core component of
the Identity Engines portfolio.
A. The Ignition Server is a virtual appliance operating under
VMware and it is supplied to customers as an OVF file already
pre-installed under its operating system Red Hat Enterprise
Linux.
B. The Ignition Gateway is a physical appliance operating under
VXworks and it is supplied to customers pre-installed under its
operating system Red Hat Enterprise Linux.
Answer: A
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